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Re:

Completed scope of work.
Dear Andrey Vladimirovich!

AKROS LLC has been providing drilling fluid mixing and engineer support services during the
process of drilling production wells in GAZPROMNEFT-HANTOS LLC oilfields from 01.01.2015.
To the present day the volume of the services being provided by your company has been
continuously growing.
Summarizing the activity results over the reporting period it is fair to state that the company
AKROS LLC accomplished as follows:
1.
Drilled 72 (seventy two) production wells in GAZPROMNEFT-HANTOS LLC Priobskoye and
Krasnoleninskoye oilfields:
 31 (thirty one) well with a horizontal end section into the formations of AC group in
Priobskoye oilfield;
 39 (thirty nine) directional wells in Priobskoye oilfield;
 2 (two) wells with a 1000m horizontal section into the Bazhenov formation (shale oil) in
Krasnoleninskoye oilfield.
2.

Selected and customized drilling mud systems to be appropriate for the complex
geological conditions. The following drilling mud systems were employed in the well
drilling process:
- SYNTEX – a fresh encapsulating drilling mud;
- PRIMOSOL – a polymer potassium chloride drilling mud;
- MAX FLOW – a biopolymer clay-free completion drilling fluid for initial drill-in;
- UNIDRIL – a hydrocarbon based drilling fluid.

3.
Timely accomplished delivery of more than 1000 tons of chemicals and materials to
stand-alone sites.
On top of that AKROS LLC carried out selection of LIMEX drilling fluid system (of 1.80g/cm3
specific gravity) for killing wells with abnormal formation pressure with the purpose of
facilitating workovers in such wells.

Within the scope of the following pilot projects employment of the LIMEX (of 1.80g/cm3
specific gravity) killing fluid in well №1867, well cluster 24, of Priobskoye oilfield, enabled
-

Recovery of a failed packer;
Accomplishment of remedial cementing;
Perforation into the above located formation;
Bringing the well back on production.

In view of the above it is justified to state that the company AKROS LLC has established itself as
a highly skilled and conscientious counterpart capable of delivering high quality services,
fulfilling contractual obligations and suggesting viable engineering solutions to achieve the
performance targets.
GAZPROMNEFT-HANTOS LLC hopes that the company AKROS LLC will continue to maintain the
high quality of provided services in future, will carry out pilot projects while employing
advanced technologies, as well as that long-term and mutually beneficial cooperation will
extend into the following years.
Best regards,
Deputy General Director for Drilling

signature

S.A.Tcherevko.

